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Introduction 
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is the largest and most powerful particle accelerator in 
the world, collecting 3,200 TB of proton-proton collision data every year. A true instance of Big 
Data, scientists use machine learning for rare-event detection, and hope to catch glimpses of new 
and uncharted physics at unprecedented collision energies.  

Our work focuses on the idea of the ATLAS detector as a camera, with events captured as 
images in 3D space. Drawing on the success of Convolutional Neural Networks in Computer 
Vision, we study the potential of deep leaning for interpreting LHC events in new ways.

The ATLAS detector 
The ATLAS detector is one of the two general-purpose experiments at the LHC. The 100 million 
channel detector captures snapshots of particle collisions occurring 40 million times per second. 
We focus our attention to the Calorimeter, which we treat as a digital camera in cylindrical space. 
Below, we see a snapshot of a 13 TeV proton-proton collision.

LHC Events as Images 
We transform the ATLAS coordinate system (η, φ) to a rectangular grid that allows for an image-
based grid arrangement. During a collision, energy from particles are deposited in pixels in (η, φ) 
space. We take these energy levels, and use them as the pixel intensities in a greyscale analogue. 
These images — called Jet Images — were first introduced by our group [JHEP 02 (2015) 118], 
enabling the connection between LHC physics event reconstruction and computer vision.. We 
transform each image in (η, φ), rotate around the jet-axis, and normalize each image, as is often 
done in Computer Vision, to account for non-discriminative difference in pixel intensities.  

In our experiments, we build discriminants on top of Jet Images to distinguish between a 
hypothetical new physics event, W’→ WZ, and a standard model background, QCD.  
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Physics Performance Improvements 
Our analysis shows that Deep Convolutional Networks significantly improve the classification of 
new physics processes compared to state-of-the-art methods based on physics features, 
enhancing the discovery potential of the LHC.  More importantly, the improved performance 
suggests that the deep convolutional network is capturing features and representations beyond 
physics-motivated variables.  

Concluding Remarks 
We show that modern Deep Convolutional Architectures can significantly enhance the discovery 
potential of the LHC for new particles and phenomena. We hope to both inspire future research 
into Computer Vision-inspired techniques for particle discovery, and continue down this path 
towards increased discovery potential for new physics.

Difference in average 
image between signal 

and background

Deep Convolutional Networks 
Deep Learning — convolutional networks in particular — currently represent the state of the art in 
most image recognition tasks. We apply a deep convolutional architecture to Jet Images, and 
perform model selection. Below, we visualize a simple architecture used to great success.  

We found that architectures with large filters captured the physics response with a higher level of 
accuracy. The learned filters from the convolutional layers exhibit a two prong and location based 
structure that sheds light on phenomenological structures within jets. 

Visualizing Learning 
Below, we have the learned convolutional filters (left) and the difference in between the average 
signal and background image after applying the learned convolutional filters (right). This novel 
difference-visualization technique helps understand what the network learns.

2D  
Convolutions 
to Jet Images

Understanding Improvements 
Since the selection of physics-driven variables is driven by physical understanding, we want to be 
sure that the representations we learn are more than simple recombinations of basic physical 
variables. We introduce a new method to test this — we derive sample weights to apply such that 

meaning that physical variables have no discrimination power. Then, we apply our learned 
discriminant, and check for improvement in our figure of merit — the ROC curve.

Standard physically motivated 
discriminants — mass (top)  
and n-subjettiness (bottom)

Receiver Operating Characteristic

Notice that removing out the individual effects of 
the physics-related variables leads to a likelihood 
performance equivalent to a random guess, but 
the Deep Convolutional Network retains some 
discriminative power. This indicates that the deep 
network learns beyond theory-driven variables — 
we hypothesize these may have to do with 
density, shape, spread, and other spatially driven 
features.
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- The Standard Model & the search for new physics  
- Why anomaly detection?  
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- Overview & technical details 
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- Summer 2020 

• Conclusions & looking forward 
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• The Standard Model (SM): quantum field theory describing all known 
fundamental particles & their interactions 

• Confirmed to high precision in data over decades 
- Ex. 2012 discovery of the Higgs boson 

• Good theory ⟹ good experimental results

We have a model!
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The Standard Model Situation
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…but we know it’s incomplete.

✓No SM candidate for dark 
matter/energy 

✓No explanation of neutrino 
mass   

✓No explanation of matter-
antimatter asymmetry 

✓No particle explanation of 
gravity 

Discovery of neutrino oscillations

Discovery of gravitational waves

Super-K

LIGO
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Stop mass
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1.25 TeV
Stop Exclusion 2021

• Many robust theories exist to extend the SM & solve remaining mysteries, and 
experimentalists have been busy hunting them down 

- No new physics yet: stemming from rare processes 
• Ex: supersymmetry 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-007

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-007/
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Stop mass

LS
P 

m
as

s Key SUSY particles like the 
gluino and stop quark are 
excluded up to ~O(TeV) 

masses…

but the exclusions are VERY 
model dependent. 

This is a blind spot!

1.25 TeV
Stop Exclusion 2021

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-007

• Many robust theories exist to extend the SM & solve remaining mysteries, and 
experimentalists have been busy hunting them down 

- No new physics yet: stemming from rare processes 
• Ex: supersymmetry 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-007/
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• 27 km synchrotron at CERN colliding protons at √s = 13 TeV 
• Two multi-purpose/multi-layered detectors (ATLAS & CMS) collect data at 
collision points to reconstruct a proton collision event 

The Large Hadron Collider Experiment
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11 May 2016! J. Gonski! 14!

The Large Hadron Collider 11 May 2016! J. Gonski ! 14!

The Large Hadron Collider 
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The Large Hadron Collider 

• 27 km synchrotron at CERN colliding protons at √s = 13 TeV 
• Two multi-purpose/multi-layered detectors (ATLAS & CMS) collect data at 
collision points to reconstruct a proton collision event 

CMS

ATLAS
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➡ Low-level correlated detector signals (O(1000+) particles, O(100 M) channels) 
➡ Reconstructed into higher-level “physics objects” (jets, muons, photons)  

➡ Leading to high level (correlated) event variables

LHC Datasets
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Detector Picture

1011.6182

https://arxiv.org/abs/1011.6182
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Detector Picture Event Picture

ΔΦ

ETmiss

1011.6182

➡ Low-level correlated detector signals (O(1000+) particles, O(100 M) channels) 
➡ Reconstructed into higher-level “physics objects” (jets, muons, photons)  

➡ Leading to high level (correlated) event variables

https://arxiv.org/abs/1011.6182
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Muon

Jets

Missing 
energy (ν)
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• Supervised learning (labeled training datasets) has a long & effective 
history at the LHC   

- High statistics, complex dataset with many correlated features  
- Examples: neural net to classify boosted Higgs bosons from QCD/top 

backgrounds (ATLAS)

NN Output Scores Background Rejection  
vs. Signal Efficiency

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2020-019/
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A Word on Jets
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• Jets = sprays of hadronic particles reconstructed with clustering into a cone  
•Higher mass exclusions for new particles + high energy machine = high momentum 
outputs  
- Boosting = collimation of decay byproducts  (multiple decays may overlap & reco as a 

single jet) 
- Substructure: synthesizing correlations between jet constituents to determine particle 

content in “fat” (large radius) jet 

?1

?2

?3

• But, what if we don’t know the characteristics of our signal?  
-  A broad search for “new physics” means we want to be sensitive to 

anything not predicted by the Standard Model (and perhaps, not even 
predicted by us) 

• Still make general categorizations, eg. two-jet resonance search 
scanning mres
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J. Collins, K. Howe, BPN
PRL 121 (2018) 241803
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Anomaly Detection In Action at the LHC
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P. Harris

➡ Anomaly detection (AD): identify features of the data that are 
inconsistent with a background-only model 

- Unsupervised: train over unlabeled events 
- Weakly supervised: noisy labels (“signal-enriched” instead of pure) 
- Semi-supervised: labels for some events 

• Anomaly Strategies at LHC fall into two categories

19

Anomaly Strategies@LHC

I know regions where new 
physics does not exist

I want to leverage those 
regions against other 

parts of the data to find 
differences

I know how to predict all 
collisions 

Are there any collisions 
that I cannot predict?

AutoencodersWeakly-Supervised

https://indico.tlabs.ac.za/event/100/contributions/1734/attachments/773/932/PCH_anom_23_02.pdf
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Anomaly Strategies@LHC

I know regions where new 
physics does not exist

I want to leverage those 
regions against other 

parts of the data to find 
differences

I know how to predict all 
collisions 

Are there any collisions 
that I cannot predict?

AutoencodersWeakly-Supervised

➔ Need good tools! 

https://indico.tlabs.ac.za/event/100/contributions/1734/attachments/773/932/PCH_anom_23_02.pdf
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• The physics story 
- The Standard Model & the search for new physics  
- Why anomaly detection?  

• The LHC Olympics
- Overview & technical details 
- Winter 2020 
- Summer 2021 

• Conclusions & looking forward 
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• Historical context: a series of workshops in 2005-07 (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th) 
- Participants: theorists, experimentalists across collaborations 

• 2020: organized by Gregor Kasieczka, Ben Nachman, & David Shih 
- Goal: assess efficacy of “competing” search/analysis techniques in 

unknown “black box” simulated datasets (background + signal) 

The LHC Olympics 2020
A Community Challenge for Anomaly
Detection in High Energy Physics

Gregor Kasieczka (ed),1 Benjamin Nachman (ed),2,3 David Shih (ed),4 Oz Amram,5

Anders Andreassen,6 Kees Benkendorfer,2,7 Blaz Bortolato,8 Gustaaf Brooijmans,9

Florencia Canelli,10 Jack H. Collins,11 Biwei Dai,12 Felipe F. De Freitas,13 Barry M.

Dillon,8,14 Ioan-Mihail Dinu,5 Zhongtian Dong,15 Julien Donini,16 Javier Duarte,17 D.

A. Faroughy10 Julia Gonski,9 Philip Harris,18 Alan Kahn,9 Jernej F. Kamenik,8,19

Charanjit K. Khosa,20,30 Patrick Komiske,21 Luc Le Pottier,2,22 Pablo

Mart́ın-Ramiro,2,23 Andrej Matevc,8,19 Eric Metodiev,21 Vinicius Mikuni,10 Inês

Ochoa,24 Sang Eon Park,18 Maurizio Pierini,25 Dylan Rankin,18 Veronica Sanz,20,26

Nilai Sarda,27 Uros̆ Seljak,2,3,12 Aleks Smolkovic,8 George Stein,2,12 Cristina Mantilla

Suarez,5 Manuel Szewc,28 Jesse Thaler,21 Steven Tsan,17 Silviu-Marian Udrescu,18

Louis Vaslin,16 Jean-Roch Vlimant,29 Daniel Williams,9 Mikaeel Yunus18

1Institut für Experimentalphysik, Universität Hamburg, Germany
2Physics Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
3Berkeley Institute for Data Science, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
4NHETC, Department of Physics & Astronomy, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ 08854, USA
5Department of Physics & Astronomy, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21211,
USA
6Google, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
7Physics Department, Reed College, Portland, OR 97202, USA
8Jožef Stefan Institute, Jamova 39, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
9Nevis Laboratories, Columbia University, 136 S Broadway, Irvington NY, USA
10Physik Institut, University of Zurich, Winterthurerstrasse 190, 8057 Zurich, Switzerland
11SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309, USA
12Berkeley Center for Cosmological Physics, University of California, Berkeley
13Departamento de F́ısica da Universidade de Aveiro and CIDMA Campus de Santiago, 3810-183
Aveiro, Portugal
14Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
15Department of Physics & Astronomy, University of Kansas, 1251 Wescoe Hall Dr., Lawrence,
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➡arXiv:2101.08320

https://indico.cern.ch/event/370125/overview
https://public-archive.web.cern.ch/en/Spotlight/SpotlightOlympics-en.html
https://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/lhco-c06
https://physics.princeton.edu//lhc-workshop/LHCO4/
https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.08320
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• Datasets*: list of 700 particle 3-
vectors for each event  

- Generated/showered with Pythia  
- Simple detector simulation from 

Delphes (eg. no pileup) 

• 1 R&D: labeled signal and 
background   

- Signal = di-large R jet resonance 
(Z’ → YX → JJ)  

• 3 Black Boxes: unlabelled data 
- Particle-level + detector-level 

simulation varied for each dataset 
(background in R&D does not 
match background in “data”) 

 

9The Challenge

We provide a list of particle for each event (700 
particles with the 3-vector of each particle)

1 dataset for R&D with labeled 
signal and background

3 black boxes with unlabeled data

The particle-level + detector-level 
simulation for background in the 

black boxes was modified for each 
dataset (think Pythia/Herwig, etc.)

Actually, all of the parameters are now public on Zenodo

??

11The dataset

?1

W

?2

?3

Dijet final state (allow for data-driven 
background + complex final state). 

R&D signal

11The dataset

?1

W

?2

?3

Dijet final state (allow for data-driven 
background + complex final state). 

R&D signal

* All available (with unblinding!) on Zenodo

B. Nachman, 
Reinterpretation 
Workshop

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://zenodo.org/record/4536624#.YJw3pGZKijQ
https://indico.cern.ch/event/982553/contributions/4220655/attachments/2192614/3706326/ReinterpretationWorkshop.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/982553/contributions/4220655/attachments/2192614/3706326/ReinterpretationWorkshop.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/982553/contributions/4220655/attachments/2192614/3706326/ReinterpretationWorkshop.pdf
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• Unsupervised: 
- Anomalous Jet Identification via Variational RNN 
- Anomaly Detection with Density Estimation (ANODE) 
- BuHuLaSpa: Bump Hunting in Latent Space 
- GAN-AE and Bump Hunter 
- Gaussianizing Iterative Slicing (GIS): Unsupervised In-distribution Anomaly Detection through Conditional Density 

Estimation 
- Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
- Particle Graph Autoencoders 
- Regularized Likelihoods 
- UCluster: Unsupervised Clustering 

• Weakly Supervised
- CWoLa Hunting  
- CWoLa and Autoencoders: Comparing Weak- and Unsupervised methods for Resonant Anomaly Detection  
- Tag N’ Train 
- Simulation Assisted Likelihood-free Anomaly Detection 
- Simulation-Assisted Decorrelation for Resonant Anomaly Detection 

• Semisupervised
- Deep Ensemble Anomaly Detection  
- Factorized Topic Modeling  

- QUAK: Quasi-Anomalous Knowledge for Anomaly Detection  

- Simple Supervised learning with LSTM layers 
 

➡18 teams in total! 

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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Unsupervised
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➡Input events have no labels: build description of background & look for events 
with low p(background)  

• Ex. autoencoders: encode events into key descriptive features (latent space), 
then decode and check reconstruction error with input  

- Variational AE: Gaussian latent space 
- Variational RNN: accommodate variable-length inputs 

 

15Solutions: Unsupervised

Typically, the goal of these methods is to look 
for events with low p(background)

Unsupervised = no labels

M. Farina, Y. Nakai, D. Shih, 1808.08992; T. Heimel, G. 
Kasieczka, T. Plehn, J. Thompson, 1808.08979; + many more

One strategy (autoencoders) is to try to 
compress events and then uncompress 

them.  When x = uncompres(compress(x)), 
then x probably has low p(x).

• On jets, inputs are constituent 4-vectors, high level variables (eg. D2, kt splitting) 
- Sensitive to anomalous energy deposition patterns, substructure

Intro
• Model Independent signal jet identification

• “Anti-QCD Tagging”
• Applicable to:

• General searches
• Analyses supported by multiple physics models
• Unpredicted new signals

• Unsupervised training
• No labels
• Ability to train on data

• Anomaly Detection
• Discovering elements within a dataset which are produced by a 

different, unusual mechanism
• A sample of jets with loose cuts will be comprised of mostly 

light-jet QCD, with signal (t, W/Z, b, BSM, etc..) acting as some 
small contamination

• ML Architecture: Variational Recurrent Neural Network (VRNN)

2

Jet-Level Anomaly Detection

Anomaly Score

0 1

high % low %

Dataset

Intro
• Model Independent signal jet identification

• “Anti-QCD Tagging”
• Applicable to:

• General searches
• Analyses supported by multiple physics models
• Unpredicted new signals

• Unsupervised training
• No labels
• Ability to train on data

• Anomaly Detection
• Discovering elements within a dataset which are produced by a 

different, unusual mechanism
• A sample of jets with loose cuts will be comprised of mostly 

light-jet QCD, with signal (t, W/Z, b, BSM, etc..) acting as some 
small contamination

• ML Architecture: Variational Recurrent Neural Network (VRNN)

2

Jet-Level Anomaly Detection

Anomaly Score

0 1

high % low %

Dataset

Encoder Decoder

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1305.0007
https://arxiv.org/abs/0802.1189
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Weakly Supervised
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➡ Input events have noisy labels; classification problem becomes signal + 
background vs. background (tougher!)  

• Ex. CWoLa method: NN trained in signal region vs. sideband is sensitive to 
signal vs. background characteristics  

- SR and SB defined in windows of mJJ, each region has different fraction of signal
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Training Strategies

Topic Modeling/ 
Clustering

Classification 
W/O Labels

Likelihood 
Discrimination

p(x |x ∈ A) p(x |x ∈ B)

Separate out Sample 1  
from Sample 2 by  
hidden signal 

Split a histogram 
into multiple distributions 
by looking for separate 
regions

17

Typically, the goal of these methods is to look for events with 
high p(possibly signal-enriched)/p(possibly signal-depleted)

Weakly-supervised = noisy labels

e.g. Classification Without Labels 
(CWoLa), events in a signal region are 

labeled “signal” and events in a sideband 
are labeled “background”.  These labels 
are “noisy” but a classifier trained with 

them can detect the presence of a signal.

E. Metodiev, BN, J. Thaler, 1708.02949; J. Collins, K. Howe, BN, 1805.02664
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Figure 1. An illustration of the CWoLa framework. Rather than being trained to directly classify
signal (S) from background (B), the classifier is trained by standard techniques to distinguish data as
coming either from the first or second mixed sample, labeled as 0 and 1 respectively. No information
about the signal/background labels or class proportions in the mixed samples is used during training.

Theorem 1. Given mixed samples M1 and M2 defined in terms of pure samples S and B

using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) with signal fractions f1 > f2, an optimal classifier trained to

distinguish M1 from M2 is also optimal for distinguishing S from B.

Proof. The optimal classifier to distinguish examples drawn from pM1 and pM2 is the likelihood

ratio LM1/M2
(~x) = pM1(~x)/pM2(~x). Similarly, the optimal classifier to distinguish examples

drawn from pS and pB is the likelihood ratio LS/B(~x) = pS(~x)/pB(~x). Where pB has support,

we can relate these two likelihood ratios algebraically:

LM1/M2
=

pM1

pM2

=
f1 pS + (1� f1) pB
f2 pS + (1� f2) pB

=
f1 LS/B + (1� f1)

f2 LS/B + (1� f2)
, (2.6)

which is a monotonically increasing rescaling of the likelihood LS/B as long as f1 > f2, since

@LS/B
LM1/M2

= (f1 � f2)/(f2LS/B � f2 + 1)2 > 0. If f1 < f2, then one obtains the reversed

classifier. Therefore, LS/B and LM1/M2
define the same classifier.

An important feature of CWoLa is that, unlike the LLP-style weak supervision in Sec. 2.2,

the label proportions f1 and f2 are not required for training. Of course, this proof only

guarantees that the optimal classifier from CWoLa is the same as the optimal classifier from

fully-supervised learning. We explore the practical performance of CWoLa in Secs. 3 and 4.

The problem of learning from unknown mixed samples can be shown to be mathematically

equivalent to the problem of learning with asymmetric random label noise, where there have

been recent advances [32, 40]. The equivalence of these frameworks follows from the fact that
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Figure 1. An illustration of the CWoLa framework. Rather than being trained to directly classify
signal (S) from background (B), the classifier is trained by standard techniques to distinguish data as
coming either from the first or second mixed sample, labeled as 0 and 1 respectively. No information
about the signal/background labels or class proportions in the mixed samples is used during training.

Theorem 1. Given mixed samples M1 and M2 defined in terms of pure samples S and B

using Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) with signal fractions f1 > f2, an optimal classifier trained to

distinguish M1 from M2 is also optimal for distinguishing S from B.

Proof. The optimal classifier to distinguish examples drawn from pM1 and pM2 is the likelihood

ratio LM1/M2
(~x) = pM1(~x)/pM2(~x). Similarly, the optimal classifier to distinguish examples

drawn from pS and pB is the likelihood ratio LS/B(~x) = pS(~x)/pB(~x). Where pB has support,

we can relate these two likelihood ratios algebraically:

LM1/M2
=

pM1

pM2

=
f1 pS + (1� f1) pB
f2 pS + (1� f2) pB

=
f1 LS/B + (1� f1)

f2 LS/B + (1� f2)
, (2.6)

which is a monotonically increasing rescaling of the likelihood LS/B as long as f1 > f2, since

@LS/B
LM1/M2

= (f1 � f2)/(f2LS/B � f2 + 1)2 > 0. If f1 < f2, then one obtains the reversed

classifier. Therefore, LS/B and LM1/M2
define the same classifier.

An important feature of CWoLa is that, unlike the LLP-style weak supervision in Sec. 2.2,

the label proportions f1 and f2 are not required for training. Of course, this proof only

guarantees that the optimal classifier from CWoLa is the same as the optimal classifier from

fully-supervised learning. We explore the practical performance of CWoLa in Secs. 3 and 4.

The problem of learning from unknown mixed samples can be shown to be mathematically

equivalent to the problem of learning with asymmetric random label noise, where there have

been recent advances [32, 40]. The equivalence of these frameworks follows from the fact that
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Features for 
training CWoLa 

classifier + be careful to not pay a big trails factor

Solutions: Weakly-supervised

1708.02949, 1805.02664 

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1708.02949.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.02664
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work in the context of the LHC Olympics 2020 anomalous dataset[20]. Finally, to show the
generality of this approach, we demonstrate the usage of QUAK on the MNIST dataset[21].

2 Concept

Figure 2. Illustration of the 2D QUAK space construction (Left) and the 3D QUAK space con-
struction (Right). In each space, we list where background events would roughly be located (blue),
signal events would roughly be located (red and green), and anomalous unphysical features would
be located(magenta). We split the signal events between hypothetical, guessed signal, used to con-
struct the space (red), and the location of a potential true signal(green). The selected region (cyan)
indicates roughly where anomalous new physics signals are most likely to appear.

New models have emerged within the deep learning community that utilize semi-
supervised learning to construct a physical, self-organized space [22, 23]. Semi-supervision
applied to deep learning works by training on both labeled and unlabeled data. With the
unlabeled data, an unsupervised network is trained (autoencoder). With the labeled data,
a supervised classification is applied using the unsupervised network’s intermediate latent
space. The trainings are often done simultaneously. Other approaches can be considered
semi-supervised learning, such as using analytic continuous to fill poorly understood spacer.

By performing the unsupervised training, the network constructs a latent space of
self-organized patterns. By performing the supervised training, we label regions within
the latent space with the labeled data. Consequently, objects present in the unlabeled
data but not in the labeled data will be labeled by a superposition of its nearest labeled
identifiers. Additionally, the construction of latent space from the unsupervised training
using a variational approach by sampling Gaussians within the latent space can ensure that
the latent space is continuous.

– 4 –

Semisupervised

�27

➡Input events are partially labeled; some description of signal is known 
• Ex. Quasi Anomalous Knowledge (QUAK):  

- Unsupervised learning (VAE) → latent space description of event features 
- Train supervised classifier to distinguish latent space categorizations, eg. 

background from anomalies (real, fake signals) 

 2011.03550

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.03550
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Winter 2020: The First Look
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• Coincided with the ML4Jets 
Workshop @ NYU, Jan 2020 

• Unblinded first black box (BB1): 
834 events with the same 
topology as the R&D dataset  

• BB2 & BB3: to be continued… 

 

• Strategy of the olympics: 


• Take a strange signal and hide it in toy data


• There were 3 black boxes split to emulate true data

5

Olympic Data

Black Box 1 Black Box 2 Black Box 3

Nothing!

mX=4.2 TeV

mX=4.2 TeV

mY=2.2 TeV? ? 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/809820/overview
https://indico.cern.ch/event/809820/overview
https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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Gold Medalists on BB1
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We refrained from ranking the results … all methods are an 
important contribution to this growing research area.

However, two submissions clearly stood out:

1

Conditional density estimation for anomaly detection
George Stein, Uros Seljak, Biwei Dai, He Jia

M

⌘

�

⌘

Tag N’ Train
Conditional density 

estimation for anomaly 
detection (GIS)

George Stein, Uroš Seljak, Biwei Dai, He Jia

Tag N’ Train
(CWoLa + Autoencoder)

Oz Amram and Cristina Mantilla Suarez

22…and the winners are…

3600 GeV < MJJ < 3900 GeV, and look at the events that remain after a series of cuts

on the anomaly score ↵.

Figure 18. The anomaly score for each event as a function of the invariant mass of the leading
two jets. A number of anomalous events are clearly seen near MJJ ⇡ 3750GeV.

Figure 19. Parameter distributions of the events that remain after imposing cuts on the anomaly
score ↵, and limiting the mass range to 3600 GeV < MJJ < 3900 GeV. Vertical dashed lines are
the true anomalous events that were unveiled after the close of the competition.

In Fig. 19 we show the parameter distributions of the events that remain after imposing

↵ > [1.5, 2.5, 5.0] cuts in the right four panels, and find that the most anomalous events

are centered in MJ1 and MJ1 � MJ2, and have small values of n-subjettiness ⌧21. This

strongly indicates that we found a unique over-density of events that do not have similar

counterparts at neighbouring MJJ values - i.e. an anomaly.

– 32 –

• Use CDE (normalizing flow) to construct a local over-
density anomaly score α for observable x 

1. Calculate psig = p(x|mJJ) using jet masses + 
substructure vars 

2. Calculate p(x|mJJ±Δ) & interpolate = pbkg 

3. Check α = psig/pbkg: >1 indicates anomaly 

1. Assume signal events contain ≥2 anomalous objects  
2. Tag events as signal-like or background-like with Object 

1 using auto encoder 
3. Train classifier for Object 2 using CWoLa method 
4. Repeat to train classifier for Object 1 & combine scores

with window sizes of 500 GeV. In searching for a signal, we selected events where both jets

scores were in the top 3% most signal-like (for an overall e�ciency of roughly 0.1%) and

then did a bump hunt. We generally found that cutting as tightly as possible while still

having enough statistics for a stable fit maximized our sensitivity. We did not mix events

from the two sub-samples but rather fit each simultaneously to produce a single p-value.

4.3.2 Results on LHC Olympics

On the R&D dataset we compared the performance of the Tag N’ Train classifiers to

autoencoders and the CWoLa hunting [67, 68] method for various amounts of signal in the

dataset (9%, 1%, 0.3% and 0.1% of the total dataset respectively). We generally found the

Tag N’ Train approach to be competitive with these other methods. For the 1% signal test,

TNT produced a classifier that is somewhat worse than the one produced with TNT with

an additional dijet mass cut (TNT + Mjj), but still had significantly improved performance

with respect to the autoencoder. For the 0.3% and 0.1% signal tests, there was too little

signal for the TNT classifier to learn from, and TNT performs significantly worse than the

autoencoder. The TNT + Mjj classifier performs similarly to the one trained using CWoLa

hunting for the 3 tests with larger signal. For the 0.1% test the TNT + Mjj classifier is

able to achieve better performance better than that of the CWoLa hunting method, but

does not improve with respect to the autoencoders approach. More details along with ROC

curves are in the TNT paper [113].

When applying the Tag N’ Train search to Blackbox 1 we found a resonance at around

3800 ± 50 GeV with a local significance of 4�. The bump-hunt plot for one of the subset

is shown in Fig. 39.

Figure 39. Events in the first data subset after final selection for Blackbox 1. The signal peak can
be seen slightly above 3800 GeV. The local p-value for just this subset of the data was around 3�.

We had di�culty characterizing the nature of the signal as that was not extensively

tested on the R&D dataset. We reported that one of the resonance’s daughters had a mass

of 270 ± 40 GeV (this was meant to be the lighter daughter) and did a very rough guess

of the total number of signal events present.

When doing an initial run over Black boxes 2 and 3 we did not see any significant

evidence of a signal and we did not revisit Blackboxes 2 and 3 once the results of Blackbox
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[ref][ref]

3.8 TeV

3.8 TeV

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/809820/contributions/3632634/attachments/1970254/3277173/TagNTrain_ML4Jets.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/809820/contributions/3699483/attachments/1971094/3278905/george_stein_LHCO.pdf
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Summer 2020: All Black Boxes Revealed 
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• Virtual only: Anomaly Detection 
Mini-Workshop, July 2020 

- 6 months for teams to learn from 
BB1 & revise  

• Remaining 2 black boxes 
unblinded:  

- BB2: background only!  
‣ Many teams still reported fake 

signals 
- BB3: two decay modes; without 

finding both, the signal was not 
significant  
‣ No one convincingly found this… 

though fake signals reported

• Strategy of the olympics: 


• Take a strange signal and hide it in toy data


• There were 3 black boxes split to emulate true data

5

Olympic Data

Black Box 1 Black Box 2 Black Box 3

Nothing!

mX=4.2 TeV

mX=4.2 TeV

mY=2.2 TeV

• Strategy of the olympics: 


• Take a strange signal and hide it in toy data


• There were 3 black boxes split to emulate true data

5

Olympic Data

Black Box 1 Black Box 2 Black Box 3

Nothing!

mX=4.2 TeV

mX=4.2 TeV

mY=2.2 TeV

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://indico.desy.de/event/25341/
https://indico.desy.de/event/25341/
https://indico.desy.de/event/25341/
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Summary Results
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• Results given below for Black Box 1 
- Black Box 2 was empty 
- no one found the correct signal in Black Box 3 

➡LHCO Community Paper out in January 2021! arXiv:2101.08320 

• Strategy of the olympics: 


• Take a strange signal and hide it in toy data


• There were 3 black boxes split to emulate true data

5

Olympic Data

Black Box 1 Black Box 2 Black Box 3

Nothing!

mX=4.2 TeV

mX=4.2 TeV

mY=2.2 TeV

• Strategy of the olympics: 


• Take a strange signal and hide it in toy data


• There were 3 black boxes split to emulate true data

5

Olympic Data

Black Box 1 Black Box 2 Black Box 3

Nothing!

mX=4.2 TeV

mX=4.2 TeV

mY=2.2 TeV

• While I didn’t discuss it here 


• Nobody found an excess in black box 3


• Black box 2 was empty

48

A fun look at resultsBlack Box 1 Resonance Mass # Signal Events

    Daughter A Mass     Daughter B Mass

https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.08320
https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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• The physics story 
- The Standard Model & the search for new physics  
- Why anomaly detection?  

• The LHC Olympics
- Overview & technical details 
- Winter 2020 
- Summer 2021 

• Conclusions & looking forward 

Outline

�32
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Reflections 
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The important thing in 
life is not to triumph, but 

to compete. 

— Pierre de Coubertin, 
founder of the International 

Olympic Committee 

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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Reflections
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๏ “[The LHCO challenge] shows the potential of this method with the good results 
on the R&D dataset, but also its limits.”  

- “No confident statement of the absence of signal for the second black box 
could be made, with a number of false positives at high values of the 
invariant mass.”  

๏Background estimation is crucial (and challenging): 
- “One of the main lessons learned is that… in absence of a good background 

model, the neural networks by themselves cannot achieve good anomaly 
detection performance.”  

- “… heavy sculpting of the background mJJ distribution. A more global 
decorrelation strategy is apparently needed.” 

๏ “We feel the LHC Olympics 2020 has been a very enriching experience that 
allowed us to deepen our understanding of machine learning methods for LHC 
physics and learn more about the work that has been done in this field. We really 
hope to repeat this experience next year.” 

 

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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Limitations of Simulation
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Stefano Camarda 6

The Monte Carlo event generator model

Fixed Order 
(Powheg, 
aMC@NLO, etc...)

Factorization

σ p p̄→X=Σi , j∫ dx1dx2 f ip(x1 ,μ) f j
p̄ (x

2
,μ)×σ i , j

Hard scattering

Perturbative QCD

Fragmentation

Parton Shower 
Initial state
Final state

Hadronization

MPI

Primordial k
T

Non perturbative
QCD

S. Camarda

• Remember: real data can be very different from simulation! 
- QCD simulation has known mis-modelings; non-perturbative “soft” parameters 
- And even official simulation with full detector effects can give a dramatically 

different picture  
• Extrapolation of these tools and using in genuine LHC simulation + data 
will be an entire separate effort.  

- Eg. simulation-assisted methods to morph simulation to data [2001.05001]

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/594464/contributions/2577344/attachments/1457251/2249439/TopMCtuning.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.05001.pdf
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Migrating to Data
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• CMS: CWoLa used to distinguish multijet from   background in a data-driven 
way, alleviating mismodeling effects [1909.05306] 

• ATLAS: first analysis with weakly supervised learning completed using the 
CWoLa method for a dijet resonance search [2005.02983] 

- More in the works!  
• Challenge of interpreting back to model context… 

tt̄

 

29Outlook: the path to LHC data

ATLAS Collaboration, 2005.02983

While we clearly need more R&D, 
it is also time to start deploying 
these methods on LHC data !

There are always new 
challenges with real data

I am proud to say that 
ATLAS recently completed 

a first analysis and I am 
hopeful that this is the start 

of many more to come! CWoLa BDT 
1
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Figure 6. A CWoLa classifier (Boosted Decision Tree) used to purify the tt̄ + bb̄ final state by the
CMS Collaboration. Figures reproduced from Ref. [103].

that is like no other analysis is that the event selection depends on the data. This means

that for every injected signal model, for every signal strength, the entire CWoLa hunting

procedure has to be rerun. Aside from making it challenging to recast this analysis, a large

number of neural networks (O(104)) must be trained to produce Fig. 7.

While there is no evidence for new particles using machine learning methods, this is

only the beginning of an expanding program that will produce exciting physics results for

many years to come.

9 Conclusions and Outlook

Given the current lack of convincing evidence for new fundamental structure from HEP

experiments, it is critical that the program of dedicated searches be complemented with

more model agnostic methods. The methods presented in this chapter represent a snapshot7

of the rapidly developing area of machine learning for anomaly detection in HEP.

To help catalyze new ideas in anomaly detection for HEP8, the LHC Olympics 2020

7See Ref. [105] for a more updated list of papers in this area.
8A parallel e↵ort under development is described in Ref. [106]. This dataset is planned to be a concoction

of SM processes and uses high-level objects instead of low-level hadrons as in the LHC Olympics. While

the current plan does not include multiple generators to emulate ‘data’ and ‘simulation’, the large number
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CMS CWoLa BDT ATLAS CWoLa Dijet Results   

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.05306
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.02983
https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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Conclusions

�37

• Anomaly detection is a rapidly developing effort in the analysis of high 
energy particle collision data and the search for new fundamental physics  

• The 2020 LHC Olympics was an excellent playground for lots of new 
anomaly detection ideas in particle physics  

• Future efforts are underway to both develop AD tools in simulation and 
extrapolate these to real LHC datasets & results ! 

• Huge thanks to the 2020 LHC Olympics organizers (Gregor Kasieczka, 
Ben Nachman, & David Shih) and all who participated 

 https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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Backup
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Dataset Details
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Figure 1. Feynman diagram for signals of R&D dataset and Black Box 1.

Setting R&D BB1 BB3

Tune:pp 14 3 10

PDF:pSet 13 12 5

TimeShower:alphaSvalue 0.1365 0.118 0.16

SpaceShower:alphaSvalue 0.1365 0.118 0.16

TimeShower:renormMultFac 1 0.5 2

SpaceShower:renormMultFac 1 0.5 2

TimeShower:factorMultFac 1 1.5 0.5

SpaceShower:factorMultFac 1 1.5 0.5

TimeShower:pTmaxMatch 1 2 1

SpaceShower:pTmaxMatch 0 2 1

Table 1. Pythia settings for the di↵erent datasets. For R&D the settings were the Pythia defaults
while for BB1 and BB3 they were modified. BB2 is not shown here because it was produced using
Herwig++ with default settings.

2.2 Black Box 1

This box contained the same signal topology as the R&D dataset (see Fig. 1) but with

masses mZ0 = 3.823 TeV, mX = 732 GeV and mY = 378 GeV. A total of 834 signal

events were included (out of a total of 1M events in all). This number was chosen so

that the approximate local significance inclusively is not significant. In order to emulate

reality, the background events in Black Box 1 are di↵erent to the ones from the R&D

dataset. The background still uses the same generators as for the R&D dataset, but

a number of Pythia and Delphes settings were changed from their defaults. For the

– 6 –

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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Competition Timeline
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12Timeline

April 4, 2019: R&D data released

Nov. 19, 2019: Black boxes released

Jan. 16, 2020: Winter Olympics + BB1 unblinded

July 16-17, 2020: Summer Olympics + BB2/3 unblinded

July 20, 2020: Invite contributions to community paper

Oct. 1, 2020: Contributions due

Jan. 20, 2021: Paper posted to arXiv

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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GIS on R&D Dataset 
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 10

Density Estimation Through  
Conditional Iterative Gaussianization

mJ1,mJ1 �mJ2, ⌧
J1
21 , ⌧

J2
21LHCO R&D: 

pyjet with R=1 mJ1 > mJ2

size proportional determinant of Jacobian
George Stein

1. Input Data x 2. Whiten Data

p(x|M) = ...

“Gaussianization"

NIPS2000_1856


1602.00229

NN based:

Normalizing Flows


1505.05770

NAF


1804.00779

MAF


1705.07057

hep 2001.04990

Many methods 
for density 
estimation

(working name)

M

4. Conditional Gaussianization

p(x|M) = py(f(x|M))

����
df(x|M)

dx

����

Not limited to Gaussian

niterations
3. Uncorrelate Features

niterations

e.g. ICA 

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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Tag N’ Train
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Figure 38. An illustration of the Tag N’ Train technique. Here O1 and O2 represent Object-1 and
Object-2, the two components of the data one wishes to train classifiers for.

more massive jet and Object-2 as the less massive jet of these two jets. We found that one

can incorporate the assumption of a resonant signal by requiring signal-like events fall in

particular dijet mass window and scanning this window over the full range during a search

(as in [67, 68]). This requirement helps to better isolate resonant signals and improves the

performance of the resulting classifier. Our implementation of the TNT based anomaly

search used jet images as the inputs for both the autoencoders and the TNT classifiers and

CNN based model architectures trained with the Adam optimizer. We chose a latent size

of 6 for the autoencoder based on results of the previous studies in the literature [80, 108].

Based on results on the R&D Dataset we found that the second iteration of the Tag N’

Train technique generally reached the plateau performance and so we used 2 iterations in

our search. No optimization of the model architectures and optimizer hyperparameters was

attempted. A rough optimization of the selection of signal-like and background-like samples

in the TNT technique was performed using the R&D dataset. In the first iteration, we used

the 40% of events with the lowest autoencoder reconstruction losses as the background-like

sample and the 20% with the highest as signal-like sample during the first iteration. In

the second iteration, we once again used the 40% of events with the lowest scores as the

background-rich sample, but tightened the signal-like cut to the top 10% of events. On the

R&D dataset we found the performance was quite insensitive to the exact background-like

cut used (as the resulting sample was always nearly pure background) and moderately

sensitive to the signal-like cut used.

On the Blackboxes we used 200k events to train the autoencoders, 400k to run Tag

N’ Train (200k for each iteration) and searched for a signal in remaining 400k events. Due

to limited computational resources, we did not run the full cross validation, but rather

switched the 400k events used for training and searching and kept the same autoencoders.

Thus only 800k out of the 1M events were actually used to determine the significance of

the anomaly. We used the alteration of TNT that assumes a resonance by requiring signal

events fall in a dijet mass window and scanned over the dijet mass range of 3000 to 5000

– 61 –

CWoLaAutoencoder

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
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QUAK Results on BB1
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Figure 4. (Left) Illustration of the two methods used for the signal extraction. In Method 1,
shown in red, we iteratively vary a selection on the signal loss LSig and background loss Lbkg and
select regions of low signal loss and high background loss. In Method 2, we separate the events
by the black shaded boxes shown corresponding roughly to a uniform populations of events within
each shaded region. (Right) Dijet mass fit after performing an optimized selection of LSig < 8 and
Lbkg > 5.5, a 3rd order Bernstein polynomial is used for the background while a Gaussian with a
fixed width �/mjj = 0.03 is used for the signal model.
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Figure 5. Scan of the p-value significance in the dijet mass performed on a fit to the dijet mass
distribution for (a) a tight selection on the signal loss Lsig and varied selections on the background
loss Lbkg, and for (b) a tight selection on the background loss Lbkg and a varied selection on signal
loss Lsig. The significance is quoted is obtained from the asymptotic CLs method.

To find an excess with method one, we systematically vary the selection on the signal
loss requiring Lsig < X, with X varied. Additionally, we vary the selection, Y on the
background loss requiring Lbkg > Y . We then construct a grid that is evenly spaced over
the 2D space and systematically fit the dijet mass distribution of the selected events. From
this scan, we observe a maximum significance exceeding 5 standard deviations for a cut
of Lbkg > 5.5 and Lsig < 8. The right of Figure 4 shows the resulting observed excess of
events from the fit of the dijet mass after the optimized selection. In Figure 5, we show
the change in significance when we vary both the selection on the background loss and the
signal loss. We observe that a selection on both signal and background loss variables is
needed to obtain the large observed significance.

– 11 –

• Train a separate unsupervised networks on each signal or background sample, yielding N 
unsupervised networks, 

- Over 12 vars (4 nsubjettiness, # tracks, jet mass of 2 leading jets) on labelled signal & background 
R&D dataset  

• construct an N-dimensional "QUAK" space consisting of the loss for each unsupervised network 
- Using signal priors as labels  

• search within bins of QUAK space for anomalous signals. 

https://lhco2020.github.io/homepage/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.03550
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A Word on Jets

�44

• Jets = sprays of hadronic particles reconstructed with clustering algorithms into 
a cone  

• Higher mass exclusions for new particles + high energy collisions = high 
momentum outputs  

- Constituents: individual hadrons in jet  
- Boosting: collimation of constituents due to high momentum parent 
- Substructure: synthesizing correlations between jet constituents to determine particle 

content in large radius jet 

2-prong 3-prongNo 
substructure

Single q/g H→bbLarge-radius jetSmall-radius jets t→W(qq)b


